Western Civilization

Textbooks


Instructor Resource Books, Test Banks, and Sources


• Lualdi, Katherine J., *Sources of The Making of the West: Peoples and Cultures, Volume II: Since 1500, Third Ed*. Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2009. (2 copies)


• Shaw, Brent D. *Spartacus and the Slave Wars, A Brief History with Documents, Second Edition*. Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2018.


**Study Guides**


• Schmiechen, James (McKay et al. corresponding text). *A History of Western Society, Volume II: From the Renaissance, Sixth Edition*.


**American History**

**Textbooks**


**Resources and Sources**


• *America: Pathways to the Present, Color Transparencies with Lesson Suggestions*. Prentice Hall, 2000


**Study Guides**


• Graves, Laura (Boydston corresponding text), *Study Guide: Making a Nation; The United States and Its People, Volume I.* Pearson, 2002.


**Supplemental Resources**


World History

High School Textbooks


College-level Textbooks


**Instructor Resource Books, Test Banks, and Sources**


• Rogers, Perry M. *Aspects of World Civilization, Volume II: Problems and Sources in History.* Pearson, 2003. (2 copies)


**Study Guides**


**Supplemental Resources**


• Hintereder, Peter (ed). _Facts About Germany_. Societats-Verlag, 2010. (2 copies)


• *UNESCO World Heritage in Germany.* United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, German Commission.


**Writing Resources**


Magazines

- *American History Illustrated*
  

- Organization of American Historians Magazine of History Volumes
  
  - *Sex, Courtship, and Dating*, Volume 18, Number 4, July 2004.
  - *Social Movements in the 1960s*, Volume 20, Number 5, October 2006.

- *AramcoWorld*
  
  - July/August 2016
  - September/October 2016
  - November/December 2016
  - January/February 2017
  - March/April 2017
  - May/June 2017
  - July/August 2017
  - September/October 2017

- *Archaeology*
  
  - “Pompeii’s Dead Reimagined,” September/October 2011.

- *Information Management (IMS)*
“Air America: Upholding the Airmen’s Bond. A Symposium Acknowledging and Commemorating Air America Rescue Efforts During the Vietnam War.”

“Baptism by Fire: CIA Analysis of the Korean War, A Collection of Previously Released and Recently Declassified Intelligence Documents.”

“CIA’s Clandestine Services: Histories of Civil Air Transport.”


“Office of Scientific Intelligence: The Original Wizards of Langley, A Symposium Commemorating 60 Years of S&T Intelligence Analysis”

“Penetrating the Iron Curtain: Resolving the Missile Gap with Technology.”

“Stories of Sacrifice and Dedication: Civil Air Transport, Air America, and the CIA.” June 2, 2011.


- Magazin Deutschland
  

- Military Heritage Presents: WWII History
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

- Saudi Aramco World
  
  
  
  
  
  “Telling Our Own Story,” September/October 2005 (2 copies)
  
  
• “Volcanic Arabia,” March/April 2006.
• “Muslim Roots, US Blues,” July/August 2006.
• “Ibn Khaldun and the Rise and Fall of Empires,” September/October 2006. (2 copies)
• “Birmingham 9 to 5,” November/December 2006. (2 copies).
• “Keyboard Calligraphy,” July/August 2007. (2 copies).
• “China’s Nu Ahong,” July/August 2008.
• “Mushaira: Pakistan’s Festival of Poetry,” September/October 2008. (2 copies)
• “The Game of Kings,” July/August 2009.
• No title, July/August 2010. (2 copies).
• “Arabic in the Sky,” September/October 2010. (2 copies).
• “Riding Higher,” January/February 2011


• World War II
  • “The Forgotten B-29 Raids the Nearly Won the War,” April/May 2008.
  • “Richtofen: the ruthless, brilliant aristocrat behind the world’s deadliest air force.” August/September 2008.
  • “Into the Heart of Evil,” October/November 2008.
  • “Omar Bradley’s Secret Weapons,” February/March 2009.
  • “Into the Fire With the 101st Airborne,” July 2009.
Teaching Resources


- *Teaching History: A Journal of Methods*.
  - Volume 38, no.2 – Fall 2013 (2 copies)
  - Volume 39, no. 1 – Spring 2014 (2 copies)
  - Volume 39, no. 2 – Fall 2014 (2 copies)
  - Volume 40, no. 1 – Spring 2015 (2 copies)
  - Volume 40, no. 2 – Fall 2015 (2 copies)
  - Volume 41, no. 1 – Spring 2016 (2 copies)
  - Volume 41, no. 2 – Fall 2016 (2 copies)
  - Volume 42, no. 1 – Spring 2017 (2 copies)
  - Volume 42, no. 2 – Fall 2017 (2 copies)


Maps and Atlases


- National Geographic Maps: The Complete Collection – large, foldable maps showing varied information and 8 CDs for interactive guide.

**High School Textbook Accompanying Workbooks, Transparencies, and Practice**


*The Americans*, McDougal Littell (textbook not in our possession)
  • Unit 1: In-Depth Resources: American Beginnings to 1783
  • Unit 2: In-Depth Resources: A New Nation
  • Unit 3: In-Depth Resources: An Era of Growth and Disunion
  • Unit 4: In-Depth Resources: Migration and Industrialization
  • Unit 5: In-Depth Resources: Modern America Emerges
  • Unit 6: In-Depth Resources: The 1920s and the Great Depression
  • Unit 7: In-Depth Resources: World War II and Its Aftermath
  • Unit 8: In-Depth Resources: Living with Great Turmoil
  • Unit 9: In-Depth Resources: Passage to a New Century
  • Multi-Language Glossary
  • Modified Lesson Plans for English Learners
  • Spanish Reading Study Guide
  • Reading Study Guide
  • Workbook
  • Formal Assessment
  • Integrated Assessment
  • Telescoping the Times
  • Access for Students Acquiring English: Spanish Translations
  • Planning for Block Schedules
  • Economics in History
  • Student Atlas of the World
  • Video Companion to *The Americans*
  • Strategies for Test Preparation
  • Transparencies Overview: Samples from Unit 5: Modern America Emerges

*United States History*, Prentice Hall, 2004. (textbook not in our possession)
  • Progress Monitoring Transparencies

*World History: Perspectives on the Past*, DC Heath and Company, 1992 (textbook not in our possession)
  • Looking In Depth Readings
  • Geography Skills Worksheets
  • History and Literature Readings
  • Critical Thinking Worksheets
  • Making Connections Study Guide
  • Voices from the Past Teacher’s Edition
World History: Human Legacy (New York), Holt, Reinhart, and Winston. (textbook is in our possession)

- Regents Review Transparencies
- Progress Assessment Support System with Answer Key
- Document-Based Activities for World History
- Differentiated Instruction: Teacher Management System
- Map Transparencies
- Quick Facts Transparencies for Review
- Spanish/English Interactive Reader and Study Guide
- Student World Atlas: Activities with Answer Key
- Reading Social Studies
- Alternative Assessment Handbook
- Experiencing World History and Geography
- World History Outline Maps
- English Language Learner Strategies and Activities
- Chapter 1 Resource File: the Beginnings of Legacy
- Chapter 3 Resource File: Nile Civilizations
- Chapter 5 Resource File: Classical Greece
- Chapter 7 Resource File: The Americas
- Chapter 9 Resource File: Muslim Civilization
- Chapter 11 Resource File: Cultures of East Asia
- Chapter 13 Resource File: The Early Middle Ages
- Chapter 15 Resource File: Renaissance and Reformation
- Chapter 17 Resource File: New Asian Empires
- Chapter 19 Resource File: Enlightenment and Revolution
- Chapter 21 Resource File: The Industrial Revolution
- Chapter 23 Resource File: Reforms, Revolutions, and War
- Chapter 25 Resource File: The Age of Imperialism
- Chapter 27 Resource File: The Interwar Years
- Chapter 29 Resource File: Europe and North America
- Chapter 31 Resource File: Africa and the Middle East
- Chapter 22 Resource File: Today’s World

World History: Patterns of Interaction, McDougal Littell (textbook not in our possession)

- Chapters in Brief
- Integrated Assessment
- Formal Assessment
- Lesson Plans
- In-Depth Resources in Spanish
- Reading Study Guide: Spanish Translation
- Reading Study Guide
- Geography Skills and Outline Maps
- Multi-Language Glossary of Social Studies Terms
- Workbook
• Block Schedule Pacing Guide
• Unit 1: In-Depth Resources: Beginnings of Civilization
• Unit 2: In-Depth Resources: New Directions in Government and Society
• Unit 3: In-Depth Resources: An Age of Exchange and Encounter
• Unit 4: In-Depth Resources: Connecting Hemispheres
• Unit 5: In-Depth Resources: Absolutism to Revolution
• Unit 6: In-Depth Resources: The World at War
• Unit 7: In-Depth Resources: Perspectives on the Present
• Transparencies Overview: Samples from Unit 6: Industrialism and the Race for Empire
• Document Based Questions: Strategies and Practice
• Strategies for Test Preparation (2)

Spiral-Bound Lessons and Supplemental Resources

• An Inventory of The Goulds Pumps, Inc. Records: Seneca Falls Historical Society
• Lincoln/Net: Curriculum Handbook for Teachers, funded by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities as a We the People Project
• Teaching with Primary Sources: Educational Materials for Teachers, Lyndon Baines Johnson Library and Museum
• Guide to Women’s Papers, Seneca Falls Historical Society
• Where’s Jac? The 1890 House Children’s Book by Denise Seidler
• Bringing Human Rights to Life
• The Un-Civil War
• Media Construction of the Middle East: A Digital Media Literacy Curriculum